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Turkish Airlines leads European longhaul expansion rankings in 2020 Q1
As the end of 2019 rapidly approaches, The ANKER Report takes
a closer look at long-haul developments from European airports
in the first quarter of 2020. We have defined a long-haul service
originating in Europe as being at least 4,000 kilometres in
length and arriving at a destination in a different continent. This
therefore excludes a number of routes from Finland, Iceland,
Poland, Russia and Scandinavia to airports in the Canary
Islands. For example, Moscow to Tenerife TFS is around 5,250
kilometres, which is longer than Dublin to New York.
However, due to Russia’s vast expanse, some of it is considered
in Europe and some in Asia. As a result, a number of domestic
routes from Moscow and St. Petersburg to destinations in the
far east of Russia, are included in this analysis. The longest
Russian domestic route is actually 6,785 kilometres in length,
operated by Aeroflot from Moscow SVO to Petropavlovsk,
which is located on the Kamchatka peninsula in the very far
east of the country. The Russian flag-carrier currently operates
this route 9-weekly using 777s.

153,000 seats) and Emirates (up 129,000 seats). The other
major Middle Eastern global carrier, Etihad Airways, has only
added around 8,000 additional one-way seats to Europe.
Of the top 15 airlines for long-haul growth, 10 are European
carriers. Apart from Qatar Airways and Emirates, the only other
non-European carriers in the top 15 are American Airlines
(adding 66,000 seats), China Eastern Airlines (adding 51,000
seats) and Air China (adding 45,000 seats).
LOT Polish Airlines growing long-haul by almost 50%
Among the top 15 airlines for volume growth, the fastest
percentage growth is recorded by LOT Polish Airlines, which has
grown its capacity by 47% compared with 2019 Q1. China
Eastern Airlines (+27%), TAP Portugal (+26%) and Air Europa
(+22%) have also all increased seat capacity by at least 20%.
China Southern Airlines is ranked just outside the top 15 in 16th
place and has increased its European capacity by 27% and has
added around 43,000 additional one-way seats.

Welcome

Our final issue of 2019 looks ahead to
early 2020 and what developments
there have been in the long-haul
market. Plus a look at Lufthansa’s
Frankfurt base, the growth of Transavia
France and the shrinking of Flybe, as
well as detailing Ryanair’s operations
at its soon to close bases in Germany
Turkish Airlines adding most European long-haul seats
and Sweden. Plus the usual new routes
Overall, scheduled seat capacity is currently estimated to grow
round-up involving 19 airlines.

by 3.0% on long-haul flights from Europe in 2020 Q1 compared

Ralph Anker with 2019 Q1. This equates to the addition of just over one
ralph@anker-report.com million departing seats from European airports, from 33.7

million to just over 34.7 million. Some 700,000 one-way seats
have been lost, primarily as a result of the collapse of Jet
Airways (305,000), Thomas Cook Airlines (191,000), XL Airways
France (83,000), WOW air (75,000) and Aigle Azur (31,000). In
addition, Norwegian has reduced its long-haul operations from
Europe by around 200,000 seats.
Fortunately, many other carriers have been increasing longhaul capacity from Europe. In volume terms Turkish Airlines
leads the way with an additional 184,000 one-way seats, ahead
of two Middle East carriers (shown in green), Qatar Airways (up
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The other global US carriers, Delta Air Lines and United Airlines,
rank 23rd and 19th respectively for seat growth. While many of
Europe’s major flag carriers feature in the top 15, one carrier
that does not is Lufthansa. The German flag-carrier ranks just
28th, with long-haul growth of just over 27,000 seats,
representing an increase of just 1.4%.
Apart from Norwegian, two major European leisure airlines,
Condor and TUI Airways, are also showing significant reductions
in long-haul capacity in 2020 Q1. Condor has cut 57,000 seats
(down 18%) while the UK holiday carrier has reduced its seat
capacity by 75,000 (down 20%).
US is by far the biggest long-haul market
Looking at the leading long-haul destination markets, the US
with over nine million seats is over
twice as big as the UAE, with just continues on page 12
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Lufthansa still has over 60% of seats at Frankfurt; serves over 180
destinations non-stop in over 70 countries; Shanghai #1 for ASKs
Lufthansa is unusual among European flag-carriers in
that it operates more than one major hub (SAS does as
well), but is unique in that neither of its hubs (Frankfurt
and Munich) are the capital of the country of which it is
the flag-carrier. Last year Frankfurt handled 69.5 million
passengers making it the fourth busiest airport in Europe
after London LHR, Paris CDG and Amsterdam.
Lufthansa is the dominant carrier at the airport. Based
on analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures,
Lufthansa accounts for around 62% of scheduled seat
capacity at Frankfurt in 2019. If you add in the airline’s
subsidiaries (Air Dolomiti, Austrian Airlines and SWISS)
then Lufthansa’s influence on the airport increases still
further. In comparison, British Airways has 47% of seats
at Heathrow, Air France has 49% at Paris CDG and KLM
has 49% at Amsterdam.
Condor and Ryanair are the second and third biggest
carriers in Frankfurt, with just 4.2% and 3.1% of seats
respectively. That makes Lufthansa almost 15 times
larger than its nearest rival at the airport.
International flights to Europe growing fastest
Between 2004 and 2019 Lufthansa has increased its
scheduled seat capacity at Frankfurt by 39%. However,
that growth has not been consistent across the airline’s
major geographic markets. Domestic capacity has grown
just 16% during that period, while international capacity
to other destinations across Europe has risen 60%. NonEuropean traffic, mostly long-haul, has increased by 26%.
This summer Lufthansa served over 180 destinations non
-stop from Frankfurt. This includes 13 domestic
destinations served year-round plus seasonal flights to
Heringsdorf and Westerland.
A total of 75 destinations outside of Europe will have
been served non-stop by Lufthansa from Frankfurt by
the end of the year. The airline’s top 15 routes for
weekly ASKs in August are all long-haul routes, with
Shanghai and Los Angeles leading the way. Eight of the
top 15 routes by this metric are to the US (shown in red),
while four are to destinations in Central and South
America (shown in green) with the remaining three in
Asia (shown in blue). All of the top 15 routes by ASKs are
served either daily or 2-daily in summer.
Modest network growth in 2019
After launching 13 new routes from Frankfurt in 2018,
the airline has had a quieter time in 2019 adding just six
new destinations; Austin (3 May), Bodrum (14 April),
Heraklion (13 April), Ljubljana (27 October following the
collapse of Adria Airways), Salzburg (1 December, taken
over Austrian Airlines’s service) and Tivat (13 April).
Looking ahead, Lufthansa will also take over multipledaily Graz flights from Austrian Airlines on 5 January
2020. At the start of the summer season Bristol (13weekly) and Rennes in France (3-weekly) will become

Lufthansa’s network developments from Frankfurt 2008-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added (at least 10 annual flights)

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2008

Abu Dhabi, Bergen, Billund, Bristol, Calgary, Dammam, Gdansk, Guernsey, Krakow, Lahore, Luanda,
Malabo, Moscow DME, Nanjing, Pune, Seattle, Valencia

Cologne Bonn, Tehran THR

2009

Accra, Addis Ababa, Poznan, Rzeszow

Bordeaux, Karachi, Lahore, Moscow SVO

2010

Bogota, Erbil, Libreville, Naples

Alexandria, Balaton, Bristol, Guernsey, Malabo, Paderborn,
Portland, Valencia

2011

Aberdeen, Bastia, Doha, Genoa, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt, London LGW, Kazan, Olbia, Palermo,
Rio de Janeiro, Rostock, Salzburg, Split, Trondheim, Westerland

Hof

2012

Ankara, Dubrovnik, Moscow VKO, Shenyang

Bahrain, Hyderabad

2013

Ibiza, Jerez

Calgary, Cape Town, Genoa, Guangzhou, Klagenfurt, Kolkata,
Rostock, Rostov-on-Don, Trondheim

2014

Kuala Lumpur, Lublin, Marrakech, Montpellier, Montreal, Sochi/Adler, Tokyo HND, Valencia

Addis Ababa, Ankara, Jerez, Libreville, London LGW, Verona

2015

Aalborg, Bodrum, Bydgoszcz, Cagliari, Luxembourg, Nairobi, Reykjavik KEF, Seville, Tampa, Verona

Bergen, Khartoum, Sochi/Adler, Tripoli

2016

Alicante, Cape Town, Funchal, Panama City, Qingdao, San Jose (US), Tirana

Abu Dhabi, Accra, Doha, Montpellier, Moscow VKO,
Nizhniy Novgorod, Samara, Stavanger

2017

Bari, Bordeaux, Catania, Cluj-Napoca, Heringsdorf, Genoa, Kaunas*, Paderborn, Pamplona, Pula,
Santiago de Compostela, Shannon, Timisoara

Aalborg, Bodrum, Caracas, Graz, Innsbruck, Kuala Lumpur, Lublin,
Rzeszow, Salzburg, Shenyang

2018

Addis Ababa, Agadir, Chisinau, Eilat/Ovda, Glasgow GLA, Menorca, San Diego, San Jose (Costa Rica), Dammam, Kaunas*
Santorini, Shenyang, Thessaloniki, Trieste, Zadar

2019

Austin, Bodrum, Heraklion, Ljubljana, Salzburg, Tivat

Aberdeen, Pune, San Jose (US), Verona

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for January 2007 to December 2019. *Only operated while Vilnius was shut for maintenance.
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new destinations, followed on 16 May by the capital of
Canada, Ottawa. This will become Lufthansa’s fourth
Canadian route and will replace Air Canada’s seasonal
service.
Routes no longer served in 2019 are Aberdeen (ended
March 2018), Pune in India (ended early July 2018 and
operated by PrivatAir), San Jose in California (ended
October 2018) and Verona in Italy (ended March 2018
and taken over by Air Dolomiti).
Hub has four main waves
Analysis of schedule data for Monday 5 August 2019
clearly shows that Lufthansa operates four waves of
flights. On that particular day, the carrier had 442
arriving and 442 departing flights, with the first arrival
from Addis Ababa at 05:25 and the last scheduled
departing flights at 22:15 to Cairo, Casablanca, Leipzig,
Manchester, Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Stuttgart and Tunis.
The busiest hour for the airline is from 16:00 to 16:59
when there are a total of 72 movements, with 20:00 to
20:59 and 09:00 to 09:59 both having 70 movements on
this particular day.
In terms of seats, the US is the leading country market
by some distance, well ahead of Italy, Spain, the UK and

France. Overall, Lufthansa’s international capacity from
Frankfurt increased by less than 1% in 2019, with none
of the leading country markets registering more than 6%
growth. Two new country markets were added in 2019;

Montenegro (with Tivat a new route) and Slovenia
(thanks to the resumption of services to Ljubljana). In
total Lufthansa serves 73 countries from Frankfurt, with
the biggest volume increases to Spain and France.
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US is leading international country market for seats

Brussels set to handle over 26 million passengers in 2019; Transavia
to open base in S20 with nine routes; Wizz Air to debut in June
Brussels Airport is set to deliver another record-breaking
year in 2019. After handling an all-time high of 25.7
million passengers in 2018, passenger numbers in the
first 11 months of 2019 are up 2.5% suggesting that
around 26.3 million passengers will pass through
Belgium’s busiest airport this year.
2000 was busiest year until 2014
Before 2014 the airport’s busiest year had been 2000
when 21.6 million people used the airport. However, the
events of ‘9/11’ and its consequences included the
collapse of the national carrier Sabena. A replacement
flag-carrier in Brussels Airlines quickly emerged but on a
much smaller scale. The global recession of 2008/09 also
impacted the airport, with traffic falling 8% in 2009.
In 2014 both Vueling and Ryanair decided to make
Brussels BRU a base. The former increased its network
from four to 11 routes while the latter launched nine
routes on 27 February and added a tenth route in July.
These two carriers helped generate 15% growth in 2014
and a new annual passenger record of 21.9 million.
2016 was a difficult year
The terrorist attack at the airport on 22 March 2016
shocked the world. With the aid of temporary facilities
the airport was able to handle around half of its
expected passenger demand in April. From May to
October passenger numbers lagged behind those of
2015, but by November the airport was once again
reporting growth. Since then traffic has continued to
grow steadily.
Brussels Airlines has 40% of seats
Lufthansa subsidiary Brussels Airlines is the leading
carrier at the airport with around 40% of scheduled seat
capacity. In 2018 it took over Thomas Cook Airlines
Belgium and continues to operate that carrier’s leisure
routes. As a result the number of destinations served
non-stop by Brussels Airlines jumped from around 80 in
2017 to almost 110 in S18.
Since S18 Brussels Airlines has added new routes to
Bristol (replacing flybmi after that airline’s collapse), Kiev
KBP (last October) and Moscow SVO (5-weekly from 2
June). However, two former Thomas Cook routes (to
Menorca and Mykonos) were not operated this summer,
while the airline’s long-haul service to Mumbai,
launched in March 2017 after Jet Airways had withdrawn
both its Indian routes (to Delhi and Mumbai) in the wake
of the 2016 attack, was suspended in the first week of
January 2019.
Loganair new in 2019
After the collapse of flybmi in mid-February, Loganair
was quick to replace the lost capacity on the route to
Newcastle in March, with East Midlands service starting
in early September. Other airlines no longer present at
Brussels are Iceland’s WOW air, which ceased operations
at the end of March, and Air Moldova, which ended its
Chisinau service in mid-April.
New destinations on offer from Brussels BRU this year
were Essaouira in Morocco (Ryanair)), Kavala in Greece
(TUI fly Belgium), Montego Bay (TUI fly Belgium) and Pisa
(Ryanair). Other new services launched by carriers on
destinations already served include airBaltic to Tallinn;
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easyJet to Berlin TXL; Ryanair to Catania, Girona, Krakow
and Seville; and TAP Portugal to Porto.
Transavia recently announced that it would be opening a
base in Brussels next summer to operate low-frequency
leisure flights to Agadir, Alicante, Corfu, Faro, Heraklion,
Ibiza, Tel Aviv, Thessaloniki and Verona.

Other new services already announced for 2020 include
Air Canada to Toronto; Brussels Airlines to Montreal and
Valencia; LOT Polish Airlines to Budapest; Nouvelair
Tunesie to Tunis; SunExpress to Adana; TUI fly Belgium
to Pula in Croatia and Eskisehir in Turkey; and Wizz Air to
Budapest. This will be Wizz Air’s first route to the airport
and it will compete with both Brussels Airlines and LOT
Polish Airlines on the Hungarian route.
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Transavia base in 2020 with nine routes

Airports in Finland, Russia, Sweden and UK will welcome regular
scheduled services in W19/20 after not having any in W18/19
The W19/20 season will see a handful of airports across
Europe welcoming flights during the winter for the first
time, while a number of airports that had commercial
flights last winter will not see any this winter. This article
looks in more detail at the airports involved.
Saratov’s new airport honours Russian space hero
Leading the way for the airport with the most flights this
winter that did not have any last winter, is Saratov GSV
in Russia, known locally as Saratov Gagarin Airport.
When it opened on 20 August 2019, it replaced the
existing Saratov RTW facility. During the airport’s first
three months, 173,502 passengers were handled in total,
of which 164,708 were on domestic services. Cirium
Data and Analytics is showing a total of 953 departures
from the airport this winter.
The second busiest ‘new’ airport this winter is Carlisle
Lake District Airport in the north-west of the UK. This
airport, owned by Stobart Group since 2009, re-opened
for commercial services on 4 July 2019 when Loganair
began domestic service to Belfast BHD and London SEN,
as well as international service to Dublin. These remain
the airport’s only commercial services this winter.

Lappeenranta Airport in south-east Finland is just 25
kilometres from the Russian border and just over 200
kilometres from St. Petersburg. In 2018, the airport only
offered flights during the summer season. However, this
winter, Ryanair is serving the airport from Berlin SXF,
Budapest and Milan BGY. All three routes are served 2weekly resulting in 134 weekly departures in W19/20.

New Swedish airport opens on 22 December
On 22 December Scandinavian Mountains Airport near
Salen in Sweden will welcome its first commercial
passengers. BRA (Braathens Regional Airlines) and SAS
(from Aalborg, Copenhagen and London LHR) will both
be serving this new airport, close to the Norwegian
border.
Siirt Airport in south-east Turkey can almost be included
in this list. The airport had not seen scheduled services
since April 2017 when Borajet collapsed. However,
Turkish Airlines began service to Istanbul IST airport on 6
March and a new service to Ankara launched on 28
October. Between March and October the airport has
welcomed 25,600 passengers.
Airports that have lost service in W19/20 versus W18/19
include the old main airport in Istanbul, Murcia MJV and
Saratov RTW as well as Lugano in Switzerland. SWISS
stopped year-round service from Zurich when Adria
Airways, which was operating a 4-daily service on its
behalf, collapsed at the end of September.
In France, Rouen has apparently lost its year-round
service to Lyon offered by HOP! The last service was in
mid-June. The airport resurfaced its runway during the
summer but currently has no scheduled services this
winter, or even next summer, though the airport’s
website says that 2020 schedules are coming soon.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Belgium (IATA code KF, previously used by Finland’s
Blue1) on 7 December began 2-weekly (Wednesdays and
Saturdays) scheduled service from Brussels CRL to
Pointe-a-Pitre in Guadeloupe and Fort-de-France in
Martinique. The routing will be Charleroi-GuadeloupeMartinique-Charleroi. The airline’s fleet of four A340300s will be used on the route. These aircraft have flown
for other carriers this summer, notably LOT Polish
Airlines on some of its US and Canadian services. Other
European services to these two Caribbean islands are
mostly from Paris ORY (with Air Caraïbes, Air France,
Corsair and LEVEL) though Condor also flies from
Frankfurt.
Air Senegal (IATA code HC) now serves both Barcelona
and Marseille thanks to a new triangular service from
Dakar. The 3-weekly service operated by the airline’s
A330-900neos will operate Dakar-Marseille-BarcelonaDakar on Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays. The first
flight was on 12 December. Vueling offers 2-weekly
service between Barcelona and Dakar, while last winter
Aigle Azur connected Marseille with Dakar. The airline’s
only other European route is a daily service to Paris CDG.
Other airlines offering daily, non-stop services to Senegal
this winter from Europe are Air France (from Paris CDG),
Brussels Airlines (from Brussels), Iberia (from Madrid)
and TAP Portugal (from Lisbon). Air Italy and Turkish
Airlines also serve Dakar but with less than daily
frequency.

Azimuth Airlines (IATA code A4) launched its first route
outside of the CIS from its main base at Rostov-on-Don
on 1 December. On that day the carrier began 2-weekly
service (Wednesdays and Sundays) on the 1,740kilometre route to Tel Aviv in Israel using its fleet of
Sukhoi SuperJet 100s, of which it currently has 10. The
two cities were previously connected by Aeroflot until
the end of March 2019, using A319s operated by Rossiya
Airlines. A total of eight Russian airports have direct
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flights to Tel Aviv this winter, two fewer than in W18/19
according to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
figures. Overall, capacity between Russia and Tel Aviv is
down 5% this winter.
British Airways has enhanced its offering in Saudi Arabia
by adding a one-stop service from London LHR to
Dammam via Bahrain. From 1 December the UK flagcarrier has been operating daily on this route using its
777-200ERs. The airline already serves Riyadh and
Jeddah with non-stop flights. Riyadh is served daily this
winter while frequency on the Jeddah route varies
between 3- and 5-weekly. Located on Saudi Arabia’s east
coast, just 90 kilometres north of Bahrain, Dammam is
the sixth largest city in the country and has the third
busiest airport, handling just over 10 million passengers
in 2017, according to government statistics. According to
the airline’s schedule, flights will arrive in Dammam 110
minutes after arriving in Bahrain. BA previously offered a
limo service between Bahrain and Dammam. The only
carriers offering regular non-stop service from Europe to
Dammam this winter are KLM (5-weekly from
Amsterdam), Pegasus Airlines (5-weekly from Istanbul
SAW) and Turkish Airlines (daily from Istanbul IST). Like
British Airways, Lufthansa also offers a daily, one-stop
service to Dammam this winter, but operating via
Kuwait City.
Chalair (IATA code CE) has replaced Air France in
offering non-stop domestic service between Paris ORY
and Quimper. If Quimper is not somewhere you can
easily place, it is located in the far north-west of France
in Brittany. Located on the confluence of three rivers,
the city has a population of some 65,000 people. The
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airport is around six kilometres south-west of the city
and has a 2,150-metre runway. Until 1 September Air
France had been offering up to 3-daily flights from Orly.
Chalair’s inaugural flight on the 490-kilometre route was
on Monday 25 November. It will also offer up to 3-daily
flights using its 70-seat ATR 72-500s and is operating the
service as a PSO (Public Service Obligation) route in
collaboration with Air France. The contract for the
service is for four years according to a press release of
10 October, though the contract can be suspended if
passenger numbers fall below 60,000. Last year the
airport handled just under 78,000 passengers, of which
71,000 were on domestic routes. At the turn of the
millennium Quimper was handling just over 150,000
annual passengers. Apart from the Paris service, Air
France also operated seasonal (summer) flights to Figari
in Corsica and Nice, while BA CityFlyer offers up to 4weekly service from London LCY between mid-May and
the beginning of September. The nearest bigger airport
to Quimper is Brest, which is around 65 kilometres north
-west of Quimper and handled 1.1 million passengers in
2018.

easyJet began serving Albania for the first time on
Thursday 28 November with the launch of 3-weekly
service to Tirana from Geneva and also 2-weekly service
from Milan MXP. The 1,220-kilometre route from
Switzerland is not flown by any other carrier. However,
Blue Panorama (2-daily), Ernest Airlines (8-weekly) and
Air Albania (daily) compete directly on the 1,000kilometre route to Malpensa. The Albanian market has
grown significantly in recent years with Tirana growing
from under one million passengers in 2006 to almost
three million in 2018. Unfortunately, an earthquake in
Albania on 26 November, which resulted in damage to
parts of the capital meant that marketing of these new
routes was curtailed. easyJet also launched a couple of
seasonal routes recently. On 21 November it began a
series of 14 flights, operating 2-weekly until 6 January,
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Latest European route news
from Manchester to Rovaniemi in Finland. The Finnish
town is known as the ‘official Hometown of Santa Claus’.
easyJet already serves the airport from Gatwick with
flights offered from the London airport until the end of
March. Finally, easyJet on 13 December began 2-weekly
service on the 2,480-kilometre sector from Lyon to
Lanzarote in the Canary Islands. This is the airline’s sixth
Spanish route from Lyon having added Seville and
Tenerife TFS back in April. It also serves Barcelona,
Fuerteventura and Madrid in winter. Across all routes,
easyJet is increasing capacity from Lyon by around 11%
this winter, according to analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics figures.
Ethiopian Airlines has made Athens its latest European
destination with the introduction on 13 December of 3weekly non-stop flights from Addis Ababa. The Star
Alliance carrier will use 787s on the 3,540-kilometre
route which is not served by any other carrier. It is the
airline’s third new European route in 2019 after Istanbul,
which launched back in April, and Marseille (served via
Milan MXP) which was added in July. Ethiopian Airlines
has increased its non-stop capacity to Europe this winter
by 22% compared with W18/19. It serves seven
European airports with at least daily flights; Brussels
BRU, Frankfurt FRA, Istanbul IST, London LHR, Paris
CDG, Rome FCO and Vienna.
carriers serving Punta Cana non-stop from Europe this
winter include Air Europa (3-weekly from Madrid), Air
France (daily from CDG), British Airways (4-weekly from
London LGW), Condor (6-weekly from Frankfurt) and
Eurowings (2-weekly from Düsseldorf). However,
according to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
figures, total scheduled seat capacity between Europe
and Punta Cana is down 15% this winter compared with
W18/19.

Finnair is using its A350-900 fleet to add a new seasonal
service to the Caribbean, with the introduction of a
weekly (Friday) service from Helsinki to Punta Cana in
the Dominican Republic. The first flight on the 8,410kilometre route was on 13 December. This is the airline’s
second route to the country as it already flies weekly to
Puerto Plata. It also serves a third destination in the
Caribbean, a 2-weekly service to Havana, Cuba. Other
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SCAT Airlines serves Nur-Sultan from Moscow VKO
(since 7 July), while Air Astana itself links Nur-Sultan and
Moscow DME, having shifted service from Moscow SVO.
As a result, capacity this winter between the capitals of
Russia and Kazakhstan is up almost 60%.

FlyArystan (IATA code KC, same as its parent company
Air Astana) launched its first international route on 13
December, from Nur-Sultan (formerly known as Astana)
to Moscow ZIA. The low-cost carrier has been operating
domestically in Kazakhstan since May with a couple of
A320s. A third A320 joined the fleet in September
according to planespotters.net. The new daily service to
the Russian capital faces no direct competition.
However, Aeroflot serves Nur-Sultan from Moscow SVO,

Iberia has resumed service to Guayaquil in Ecuador. On
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Latest European route news
13 December the oneworld carrier added 4-weekly nonstop service on the 9,010-kilometre route from Madrid
using A330-200s. Iberia last served Guayaquil in March
2017 via Quito. LATAM Airlines, which has been
connecting Madrid with Guayaquil since July 2007 is
ceasing its service from mid-December. LATAM Airlines
is still a oneworld member, though it announced in
September that it intends to quit the alliance now that
Delta Air Lines has acquired a 20% stake. Iberia already
serves Quito in Ecuador with 6-weekly non-stop flights
from Madrid. Guayaquil is the second biggest city in
Ecuador (after Quito) and the stopping off point for all
flights to The Galapagos Islands. Iberia has become the
only carrier to serve Guayaquil non-stop from Europe in
2020. However, a number of airlines serving Ecuador
operate to Quito and then return via Guayaquil. These
include KLM from Amsterdam and both Air Europa and
Plus Lineas Ultras from Madrid.
Jet2.com at the end of November introduced two new
routes to its network. On 29 November the UK leisure
airline began 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) service
between Glasgow and Krakow in Poland. Ryanair also
serves this 1,740-kilometre route 2-weekly (on
Wednesdays and Sundays). Jet2.com already serves
Krakow 2-weekly from Birmingham, Leeds Bradford and
Newcastle, as well as 4-weekly from Manchester. Also
on 29 November, Jet2.com added a 2-weekly service
between Manchester and Cologne Bonn. This 700kilometre route will be operated just 11 times until 3
January. Again, Ryanair provides direct competition with
6-weekly year-round flights.
Lufthansa on 1 December took over the service between
Salzburg and Frankfurt previously operated by Austrian
Airlines. The 4-daily service had previously been flown
by 120-seat E195s belonging to the Austrian flag-carrier.
Lufthansa will use slightly larger A319s and A320s on the
410-kilometre route while maintaining the same
frequency, thus increasing seat capacity by around 15%.
This is part of Austrian Airlines’s plan to base all aircraft
in future at Vienna to support its defence against the
growing pressure from (U)LCCs at the airport such as
easyJet, Lauda, LEVEL and Wizz Air. Elsewhere,
Lufthansa resumed service on 2 December between
Munich and Sao Paulo. The 9,850-kilometre route was
previously served between 5-weekly and daily from
September 2006 to October 2016. The German flagcarrier now connects the two airports with 3-weekly
service flown using A350-900s. Lufthansa already serves
the Brazilian airport daily from Frankfurt.
Pegasus Airlines has expanded its range of destinations
in the Middle East with the addition on 27 November of
a new 2-weekly service from Istanbul SAW to Ras Al
Khaimah in the UAE. The 2,990-kilometre service
operates overnight arriving in the UAE at 03:20 and
departing at 04:05. Located towards the northern end of
the UAE, Ras Al Khaimah is around 50 kilometres northeast of Sharjah and 70 kilometres north-east of Dubai
DXB. According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures,
during 2019 the airport has typically welcomed between
20 and 30 flights per week. Air Arabia is the biggest
carrier at the airport with flights to several destinations
in Pakistan as well as Cairo. Charter flights to Poland are
also popular in winter with Enter Air and SmartWings
Poland. This winter Pegasus accounts for 66% of seat
capacity at Istanbul SAW, serving some 70 international
and over 30 domestic destinations non-stop. Turkish
Airlines is the second biggest carrier at Istanbul SAW
with 32% of scheduled seats.

between Moscow SVO and Saransk. As a host city for
last year’s FIFA World Cup, the airport in Saransk was
renovated, with the runway being extended and the
building of a new, very distinctive terminal.

service to the Finnish airport. This becomes the Turkish
flag-carrier’s second route to Finland as it already serves
Helsinki 2-daily.

After launching almost 90 new routes in the first couple
of weeks of the W19/20 season Ryanair has added two
more, both of which started on 9 November. The ULCC’s
Bologna base got a new 2-weekly (Tuesdays and
Saturdays) service to Kutaisi in Georgia, while London
LTN and Seville are now also connected with 2-weekly
service. Competition on the Kutaisi route comes from
Wizz Air which also offers 2-weekly service between the
two airports. easyJet already connects Luton and Seville
with 3-weekly service while British Airways (daily) and
easyJet (8-weekly) also serve Seville from Gatwick and
Ryanair connects Stansted and Seville with 9-weekly
service.
SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) added four more
international routes from Ukraine during the last month.
On 9 November the carrier began 2-weekly service from
Lviv to Paris BVA (replacing its previous service to CDG).
A couple of weeks later, on 24 November, SkyUp
Airlines added a 2-weekly service to Tel Aviv from Lviv.
Last winter Ukraine International Airlines operated this
route. On 5 December another 2-weekly service to Tel
Aviv was launched, this time from Zaporizhia. Finally, on
12 December, it was the turn of Kiev KBP to celebrate a
new route with the carrier, this time to Turin, also
served 2-weekly. All routes will be flown using the LCC’s
737 fleet. It currently operates eight 189-seat 737-800s
and one 215-seat 737-900ER according to the website
planespotters.net. This winter, SkyUp Airlines is
operating 14 routes from Kiev KBP, six from Lviv, five
from Kharkiv and three from Zaporizhia. This includes
four domestic routes, resulting in a total network of 24
scheduled routes this winter. According to the airline’s
website it is also operating a number of charter flights
from Kiev to destinations in Egypt.

Wizz Air launched five new routes during the last five
weeks, four of which involve airports serving London.
From its biggest base at Luton the ULCC added new
routes to Tenerife TFS (2-weekly from 16 November)
and Castellon (2-weekly from 9 December). The Tenerife
route is already served from Luton in winter by easyJet
(3-weekly), Ryanair (2-weekly) and TUI Airways (2weekly). It also added two new routes from its latest
London airport at Southend to Bucharest (5-weekly
from 22 November and competing with Ryanair’s 6weekly service) and Vilnius (3-weekly from 23 November
competing with Ryanair’s 3-weekly service). Finally, Wizz
Air on 23 November joined Ryanair in connecting
Bologna with Kutaisi, with both carriers serving the
market 2-weekly. Wizz Air now operates 28 routes from
Kutaisi this winter, nine more than in W18/19 when it
operated 19 routes. Seat capacity is up 51%.

TAROM now offers weekly (Saturday) seasonal flights
until the end of February to Lyon and Turin from
Bucharest. Both routes began on 30 November. The
Lyon route is already served 2-weekly by Blue Air, while
competition on the Turin route comes from Wizz Air
operating 2-weekly. Both routes are aimed at ski-lovers
as Lyon and Turin are both gateways to several ski
resorts.

Rusline began 6-weekly service between Moscow VKO
and Saransk on 10 November. The 530-kilometre route
will be operated by the carrier’s CRJ-100s and -200s.
Although there is no direct competition, Aeroflot offers a
daily service using its 87-seat Sukhoi Superjet 100s

Turkish Airlines began 3-weekly service to Rovaniemi in
Finland from its Istanbul IST base on 5 December.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics the 2,850kilometre route will be operated on Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Sundays and is not served by any other carrier. The
service operates until 22 March 2020. In 2018
Rovaniemi handled 644,000 passengers with 155,000
(24%) coming in December, as Rovaniemi is known as
the Official Hometown of Santa Claus. Turkish Airlines
will become the first carrier to offer a Business Class
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Transavia France to make Montpellier its fourth base; Paris ORY base
serves over 50 destinations; routes to Portugal and Morocco popular
Transavia France (IATA code TO) was launched in May
2007 with Air France holding a 60% share in the airline
and Transavia Holland (IATA code HV), a subsidiary of
KLM, holding a 60% share. According to the airline’s
website Air France’s stake in the airline is now 95.5%. In
2018 the airline carried over seven million passengers.
Initially operating from just Paris ORY, smaller bases in
Lyon and Nantes were added in 2010, with a small
presence in Lille in S13 and S14. The airline’s fleet now
stands at 38 aircraft, all 189-seat 737-800s. Some of
these aircraft are used by Canadian leisure carrier Air
Transat during the winter months.
Almost 20% of Orly capacity in summer
Over 75% of the airline’s capacity this year operated to
and from Paris ORY. With just over three million
departing seats, Transavia accounts for around 18% of
Orly’s capacity during the summer season, falling to 12%
in winter, due to the seasonality of operations.
New routes from Orly this summer have been Brindisi,
Kos, Menorca, Nador, Rhodes and Zakynthos. Service to
Venice VCE was suspended at the end of S18.
In Lyon, Transavia has a 6% share of summer seat
capacity and served 19 destinations with Beirut and
Casablanca new for S19. In Nantes the carrier accounts
for 13% of summer capacity, ranking it fourth behind
easyJet, Air France/HOP! and Volotea. Here, Transavia
served 25 destinations in S19, having added eight new
routes since last summer; Budapest, Copenhagen,
Mykonos, Oran, Palermo, Santorini, Tel Aviv and Tunis.
Additional new routes to Geneva and Istanbul IST will
launch before the end of the year.
Seats up 6%, ASKs up 10% in 2019
Transavia France increased its network capacity by 6% in
2019, though ASKs increased by 10%, revealing an
increase in average sector length from 1,581 kilometres
to 1,651 kilometres.
The leading country markets across all of 2019 are
Portugal, Morocco and Spain, with Morocco growing by
8% while Portuguese capacity fell by 7%. Morocco is one
of five non-European countries (shown in red) in the
airline’s top 15 country markets, along with Algeria
(+67%), Israel (+18%), Lebanon (+23%) and Tunisia
(+21%). Like a number of other LCCs in Europe, capacity
to destinations outside of Europe is growing more
quickly than the overall average.
The fastest-growing country markets in volume terms
were Greece (113k extra one-way seats), Tunisia (83k),
Morocco (56k), Israel (33k) and Algeria (18k). The biggest
drop in capacity was to Portugal (53k fewer seats). In
percentage terms, Iceland (+115%), Algeria (+67%),
Albania (+48%) and Greece (+33%) performed best.
New country markets for Transavia in 2019 were
Denmark (Nantes to Copenhagen began on 7 April),
Jordan (Lyon to Amman flights begin on 19 December),
Switzerland (Nantes to Geneva will start on 20
December) and Turkey (Nantes to Istanbul).
The only scheduled route flown that does not involve a
French airport is the airline’s 2-daily (in summer) service
between Porto and Funchal. Competition on this route
comes from TAP Portugal (also operating 2-daily) and
easyJet (4-weekly).
14 new routes from Montpellier starting in April
The new base in Montpellier will open next April with 14
routes; three each to Morocco and Spain, and two each
to Greece, Italy, Portugal and Tunisia. Of these 14 new
routes (shown on the map opposite) only one,
Marrakech, is already served, in this case by Air Arabia
Maroc.
Most of the routes will be flown 2-weekly, with Lisbon,
Madrid and Tunis each being flown 3-weekly. As a result,
based on current schedule data Transavia will account
for around 17% of seat capacity at Montpellier during
the peak summer period.
Last year the airport handled 1.88 million passengers.
This year passenger numbers are up 3%. Air France
accounts for around 50% of capacity at the airport in
2019. The next biggest carriers at the airport are
Volotea, easyJet and Air Arabia Maroc, with all three
registering double-digit growth this year.
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Flybe cuts W19/20 capacity by 17%; international seats down 31% as
12 non-UK airports lose winter service; Southend growing in S20
UK regional carrier Flybe is counting down the days to
when it will become Virgin Connect. However, it seems
that no date in 2020 has yet been fixed for the official
launch of the new brand. Meanwhile, under new
management, the airline has been busy pruning its
winter capacity compared with last winter.
Winter ASKs down 25%
This winter Flybe will be operating 14% fewer flights,
offering 17% fewer seats and generating 25% fewer ASKs
(Available Seat Kilometres), with many of its previously
operated winter leisure flights being suspended. Of the
airline’s top 15 airports this winter, only three
(Guernsey, Jersey and London LHR shown in red) are
showing capacity growth. Amsterdam (down 3%) and
Paris CDG (down 5%) are the only mainland European
airports in the top 15.
Southend sees biggest drop but will recover in S20
The airport with the biggest reduction in seat capacity
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this winter is London SEN, where Flybe will be offering
over 80,000 fewer departing seats than in W18/19, a
drop of 66% in percentage terms. However, next
summer Flybe (or Virgin Connect) will be launching
service to Belfast BHD, Edinburgh, Isle Of Man and
Newcastle and resuming service to Glasgow and Jersey.
This will bring the number of flights operated back to the
level it was offering in S18.
Farewell Doncaster Sheffield and Gatwick
A total of 14 airports which welcomed Flybe flights in
W18/19 will not see any of the airline’s fleet in W19/20.
The two biggest are Doncaster Sheffield and London
LGW, both of which had over 400 Flybe departures last
winter.

service (to Newquay) at the end of March 2019, instead
offering direct flights from the Cornish airport to
Heathrow instead.
Other destinations not served this winter that were
served by Flybe last winter are: Alicante (four routes
from UK), Antwerp, Budapest and Cologne Bonn (all
from London SEN), Faro (two routes), Hamburg (from
Birmingham), Innsbruck (from Manchester), Malaga (two
routes), Munich (from Cardiff), Prague (from London
SEN), Rome FCO (from Cardiff) and Toulouse (from
Manchester). Capacity from airports outside of the UK is
down 31% this winter while UK airports have seen their
Flybe capacity cut by 14%.
New Stuttgart route in 2020

This summer Flybe had been serving 10 destinations
from Doncaster Sheffield, having opened a base there at
the start of S16. Most of these routes operated until the
end of the S19 season before being suspended as Flybe
closed its base there. Flybe ended its only Gatwick

In addition to the new Southend routes already
mentioned, only one other new route has so far been
announced for 2020; a new daily service between
Manchester and Stuttgart. The German city is already
served by Flybe from Birmingham.
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Ryanair’s Stockholm base to close; opened in 2003 and has offered
flights to over 80 destinations; at least 14 will continue next summer
Ryanair’s base at Stockholm NYO (Skavsta) in Sweden is
one of the ULCC’s longest established, having first
opened in April 2003 with routes to Aarhus, Frankfurt
HHN, Glasgow PIK, Hamburg LBC, London STN, Oslo TRF,
Paris BVA and Tampere. In fact, Stansted flights had
begun back in June 1997 and Hahn flights had
commenced in December 2002. This summer, only the
London and Paris routes were still operating.
90% of seat capacity in 2004
Back in 2004, Ryanair accounted for over 90% of
Skavsta’s scheduled seat capacity, and it has remained
the airport’s leading airline ever since. In recent years
Wizz Air has started operating a number of routes to its
Central European hubs and this summer offered service
to 10 destinations.
Ryanair’s presence peaked in the period 2008-2011
when the airport handled some 2.5 million passengers

per annum. Between 2011 and 2015 Ryanair cut its
capacity at the airport by 50%, resulting in Skavsta’s
passenger throughput falling to 1.65 million in 2014.
Over 80 routes offered
Over the course of the last 16 years Ryanair has
operated flights to over 80 destinations from Skavsta,
though never more than 45 at any one time. This
summer a total of 33 destinations were served which
was up from 29 in S18. Since last summer, Ryanair had
added new routes to Banja Luka (October 2018), Kiev
(October 2018) and Poznan (April 2019) and resumed
service to Edinburgh.
Profitability falls away
Analysis by RDC Aviation suggests that the profitability of
the base has fallen dramatically in the last couple of
years. From double-digit profit margins in 2015, 2016
and 2017, the estimated profit margin fell to just 3% in

2018 after Sweden introduced its aviation tax in April of
that year. In the period November 2018 to October
2019, RDC Aviation now estimates that the Skavsta base
is operating at a minus 8% profit margin, as costs have
increased and yields fallen. However, while the base will
close next March, it seems that around 14 Ryanair routes
will continue to operate at Skavsta in S20 using aircraft
based at other airports (shown in green on graph).

Ryanair to close Nuremberg base at end of March; 28 routes flown
since first flights in 2013; offered 22% of scheduled seats in 2019
Nuremberg first appeared as a Ryanair destination when
the carrier began flights from Alicante, Cagliari, London
STN, Malaga, Pisa and Porto in March and April of 2013.
However, rather than gradually grow the network and
then make it a base, the following summer Ryanair was
only operating three routes at Nuremberg to Alicante,
London STN and Malaga. That remained the case for the
next two summers, with only the London route
operating year-round.
Ryanair base from October 2016
Nuremberg’s biggest airline, airberlin, had gradually
been cutting capacity at the airport since 2012 and it was
clear in 2016 that all was not well with the airline. So
persuading Ryanair to make Nuremberg a base from the
start of the W16/17 season was a major coup. Five new
routes were launched to Budapest, Malta, Manchester,
Milan BGY and Rome CIA, to join the year-round service
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to London STN. The following summer the network had
grown to 13 destinations, with the seasonal return of
Alicante and Malaga and the addition of new routes to
Bari, Madrid, Palermo, Porto and Verona.
W17/18 saw further new routes to Krakow and Vilnius
replacing the summer seasonal routes. More new
destinations were added in the summer of 2018 to
Palma de Mallorca and Thessaloniki raising the network
spread to 16 cities. Marrakech became the next
destination in late October 2018 at the start of the
W18/19 season.
20 destinations served this summer
This summer saw the introduction of five more new
destinations from Nuremberg; Crotone in Italy, Kaunas in
Lithuania, Naples and Pisa in Italy, and Zadar in Croatia.
With the dropping of Manchester and Vilnius routes that
left a total of 20 destinations being served this summer,

with Copenhagen, Kiev KBP and Tel Aviv being added for
this winter. As in Skavsta, several routes will continue
into 2020 but operated using aircraft based elsewhere.
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four million seats. Of the

Continued from page 1 Asian markets (shown in
red) China is by far the biggest (and growing by 12%),
well ahead of Thailand, India, Japan and Singapore. India
is the only one of these to be shrinking, as a result of the
collapse of Jet Airways.
Countries in the Americas (shown in blue) apart from the
US (+3%), include Brazil (+4%), Canada (+5%) and Mexico
(+9%). Only one country in Africa makes the top 15,
South Africa. Last year it was ranked 13th but has fallen
below both Asian Russia and Mexico.
Airbus neos help grow Asian Russia routes
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics data shows that
one of the key reasons for the 21% growth in capacity to
Asian Russia is the use of the longer-range, single-aisle
A320neos and A321neos. Ural Airlines has increased
capacity in this market by almost 100% while S7 Airlines
has grown its seats by 63%.
Lufthansa and United drive Germany to US growth
Breaking down the long-haul capacity growth to a
country-pair level, reveals that of the top 15 fastestgrowing markets by increased volume, seven involve
countries in the Americas, six involve Asian countries
with the two remaining involving UAE countries.
Despite Lufthansa’s modest long-haul growth overall, it
is the key driver in the expansion of the Germany to US
market, adding almost 56,000 seats compared with 2019
Q1. Fellow Star Alliance partner United Airlines
contributes an additional 37,000 one-way seats. New
routes include Lufthansa’s Frankfurt to Austin service,
Eurowings starting Frankfurt to Las Vegas and United
Airlines adding Denver to Frankfurt and San Francisco to
Munich.
The impressive 66% growth in the Portugal to US market
has been driven primarily by TAP Portugal and in
particular its new routes from Lisbon to Chicago, San
Francisco and Washington. The airline’s new A321neo
LRs are being used on some of these routes.
Hungary to China market grows more than fourfold
In the first quarter of 2019 Budapest’s only Chinese
service was a 3-weekly connection to Beijing with Air
China. Come January 2020 there will be five routes, with
Hainan Airlines serving Chongqing 2-weekly (route
starting on 27 December), and Shanghai Airlines offering
3-weekly service to Shanghai (since 7 June 2019) and 2weekly service to Chengdu (from 31 December) and
Xi’an (from 30 December).
The biggest volume reductions are to be found between
the UK and India (down 21% and over 97,000 seats),
Iceland and US (down 36% and over 67,000 seats) and
Netherlands to India (down 47% and almost 64,000
seats). The collapse of Jet Airways and WOW air are the
main factors here.
The biggest new markets are Portugal to Qatar with
23,000 seats after Qatar Airways began flights to Lisbon
on 24 June, and Poland to India with 18,000 seats as a
result of LOT Polish Airlines beginning 5-weekly service
from Warsaw WAW to Delhi in September.

airports (as well as Athens) which are all below 4,000
kilometres in length. Of the top 15 long-haul
destinations, five are actually seeing a capacity reduction
in 2020 Q1. Beijing PEK’s 3% drop is mainly due to British
Airways, Finnair and LOT starting operations from the
new Beijing PKX airport.

2019 Q1. Stockholm ARN (plus 24,000 seats),
Manchester (plus 16,500 seats) and Frankfurt (plus
15,000 seats) have seen the biggest increase in capacity
from Doha among European airports.

The top 15 long-haul destination airports from all across
Europe include five US airports, but the biggest single
market is Dubai DXB with well over three million oneway seats in 2020 Q1. This does not include several
routes to the UAE mega-hub from Russian and Turkish

Shanghai (+13%), Miami (+12%) and Doha (+10%) are the
fastest-growing among the top 15 destination airports,
which helps explain why those three airports have also
seen the biggest volume increase in seats, with Doha
leading the way. Most of Doha’s growth has come from
increasing frequency on existing routes, as only Lisbon is
a new destination for the Qatari airport compared with

Airports registering significant capacity growth in volume
terms include Addis Ababa (+13%) and Charlotte (+39%)
as well as two airports in far eastern Russia,
Blagoveshchensk (already mentioned with 198% growth
thanks to S7 and Ural Airlines launching daily flights with
Airbus neos) and Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, which has seen
European capacity growth of 76%, as a result of Aeroflot
adding a second daily frequency from Moscow using
A330-300s to complement its existing 777 service.
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Middle East has biggest and fastest-growing airports

